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Books
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What is sharing 
economy?

Buzzword, phenomenon, a 
group of phenomena, fad, 

theory… or something else?



It’s definitely a fad!
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1. Come to grips with the idea of
’sharing economy’

2. Practice how to plan
an academic paper

3. Discuss how to tackle emerging
topics as IS researchers



aake@iki.fi http://aleksi.info @aleksiaaltonen

Aleksi Aaltonen



Monday, 3 October
9:30–10:00 Coffee and registration

10:00–10:15 Workshop agenda and introductions

10:15–11:30 The Disruptive Force of Sharing Economy

11:30–11:45 Break

11:45–12:15 Group work assignment

12:15–13:15 Lunch

13:15–14:15 Groups present their initial ideas

14:15–14:30 Break

14:30–15:45 Sharing Economy, So What?

15:45–16:00 Summary of the first day



Tuesday, 4 October
9:00– 9:15 Coffee and kick off of the second day 

9:15–12:00 Groups work on their assignments

à hand in abstracts and 1-page outlines before lunch

12:00–13:00 Lunch

13:00–15:00 Group presentations and critique

15:00–16:00 Closing remarks



The Disruptive Force of 
Sharing Economy





There is often an artificial shortage of cabs 
that Uber solves by tapping private cars 
and drivers as an unused resource

The company has a massive valuation of 
66B USD – e.g. Volkswagen has 62B 
USD (VW, Audi, Skoda, Seat, Porsche)

However, regulatory and cultural 
challenges have made it difficult in many 
places, e.g. Uber pulled out from China.

The company is losing money faster than 
any tech company ever (1.27 billion USD 
in 6 months).





Many meanings of “sharing”
Share an idea ≈ communicate

Share a flat ≈ consume a physical resource 
collaboratively

Share a document ≈ copy a digital file

Filesharing ≈ euphemism for copyright violation?

Sharing economy ≈ discourse, a way of talking about 
new forms of digital economy
See John (2013) and Martin (2016)



Let’s keep it simple and 
focus on sharing as 
economic activity.  



Economy = a system of production, 
distribution, exchange and 
consumption of goods

Economics = the problem of how to 
best allocate scarce resources



Types of exchanges
Market exchange involves self-interested transactions 
regulated by market institutions and price.

Gift giving is also often self-interested; it is mediated by 
(generalized) reciprocity and rituals.

Sharing does not involve transfer of ownership and does 
not necessarily assume individual ownership of property.

See Belk (2010)



Sharing is disrupting big 
industries and markets!
Accommodation: Airbnb, Couchsurfing…

Mobility: Uber, Lyft, BlaBlaCar…

Human skills/effort: Mechanical Turk, TaskRabbit…

Etc.

See Martin (2016)



Option to
drill a hole

Option to 
host a guest

Option to 
drive a car



“ However, the average private car is 
only used approximately one hour 

per day across countries…”

Firnkorn and Müller (2012, p. 276)



An economic rationale

We own a huge amount of under-
utilized resources.

Digital technology may allow us to put 
those resources into better use 

Cf. cloud computing



However, 
it’s not 
just about 
the use 
value of 
things…



…but relationships
The nature of economic exchange shapes our relationship

1. with the exchanged goods themselves,

2. to other people, and

3. to society in general.

Bardhi and Eckhart (2012) use six dimension to understand a new 
form of consumption: temporality, anonymity, market 
mediation, consumer involvement, type of object, and 
political consumerism.



“Our data suggest that although the Zipcars themselves are valued 
because of their use value, the practice of access is gaining sign 
value, with the sign value being a more economically savvy and more 
flexible form of consumption than ownership.”

“In terms of Zipcar users’ interactions with one another, our data 
reveal that negative reciprocity is strongly represented.”

“Informants see Zipcar as a service provider as well as the enforcer 
and governing body, rather than as a facilitator of a brand that helps 
them to connect to like-minded people.”

Bardhi and Eckhart (2012)



Different types of objects
Physical objects such as cars and accommodation are 
rival goods. Sharing is achieved by coordinating the use of 
different parties at different times.

à How to make such coordination possible? How to build trust?

Digital goods such as information are non-rival. Sharing 
is achieved usually by copying at no cost.

à How to motivate the production of freely shared goods? How to 
control sharing activities?

See Wittel (2011)





Trust is essential
How do we build trust in strangers online and offline?

What is the role of platform in securing and underwriting 
sharing exchanges?

What is the role of institutions and regulation in sharing 
economy?

Some hints can be perhaps found in e-commerce 
literature.



Self-regulation
Governments should see digital platforms as governance 
partners, not just targets of regulatory interventions.

Self-regulatory organizations for sharing economy need to

1. Possess enforcement capabilities
2. Show credible performance
3. Be perceived as legitimate and independent

See Cohen and Sundararajan (2015)



Commons-based 
peer production

No individual ownership or 
employment contacts

Learning and self-regulation 
of production is made 
possible by a digital platform

Excessive consumption does 
not (necessarily) lead to the 
tragedy of commons



Related concepts
Access-based consumption (Bardhi and Eckhart 2012) – market-
mediated consumption without owning the goods

Collaborative consumption (Belk 2014; Hamari, Sjöklint and Ukkonen
2015) – consumers coordinate resource acquisition and distribution

Platform economy (Cohen and Sundarajan 2015; Cusumano 2014) –
creating value by bringing different parties together on digital platforms

Commons-based production (Ostrom 1990; 2000; 2010; Benkler 2006) 
– production and consumption without individual ownership

Gift systems (Giesler 2006) – systems in which goods are exchanged under 
generalized reciprocity



Group work assignment



You are currently in 
Limbo or Purgatory.





   

 

 

                         CALL FOR PAPERS 

 

 

Special Issue on Sharing Economy 

We invite scholars to submit research papers for a MISQ special issue on sharing economy, 

to be published in 2019. 

  

The sharing economy is a new organizationmarket hybrid that is changing how people and 

organizations access, buy, and use goods and services. It may reshape how the world’s 

economic activity is organized. Traditionally, ownership was assumed necessary to access 

goods and services, which were usually provided by large corporations with fulltime 

employees. Today, ubiquitous mobile devices, social networks, and marketplace platforms 

are challenging this assumption. Consumers can share the access to goods and services 

with each other rather than buy from businesses. Popular examples of sharing economy 

platforms include Airbnb in the travel industry, Uber and Lyft in the transportation industry, 

and Funding Circle in the financial services industry. As these new consumption models gain 

traction, the potential economic and social gains are immense across industries. Despite 

many positive examples, the sharing economy still faces many social, economic, and legal 

tensions. From a social perspective, concern exists about the longrun implications of using 

rating systems as a gateway to economic opportunities. As our workforce transitions from 

fulltime employees to independent contractors, concerns remain about funding an adequate 

social safety net.  From an economic perspective, platforms such as Airbnb may displace 

certain labor categories like hotel cleaning staff and reduce affordable housing for longterm 

local residents. Legal tensions include concerns over safety and screening as well as over 

externalities.  

 

The purpose of the special issuer is to bring together and develop IS perspectives on 

sharing economy as an important societal, business and economic trend. Our objective is to 

examine the strategic business opportunities and management challenges associated with 

operating in a sharing economy. We welcome papers on a broad range of topics related to 

sharing economy including both empirical studies and theoretical papers. Possible topics 

include but are not limited to: 

 

● Competing in and leveraging the sharing economy including business models 

● Business transformations towards the sharing economy 

● Theorizing sharing economy 

● Implications on firm boundaries, value creation, and governance 

● Understanding the disruptive forces of the sharing economy 

● Empirical studies on the move from institutiondriven to platformdriven exchange affect 

business processes, work practices and technological innovations 

● The dark side of the sharing economy (e.g., risks, problems, or negative impacts) 

● Tensions associated with the sharing economy including economic, social, and legal issues 

● The role of IT in the sharing economy 

Your task is to 
create a plan 
for a journal 
paper to be 
submitted to a 
special issue on 
sharing 
economy.



…do as I say,
not how I did my first 

publications!



Deliverables

1. 15 min presentation on the core 
argument of the paper

2. 200 word abstract + 1-page 
outline

You will receive feedback on these!



<group formation>



Planning a paper

1. What is the story/core argument?

2. How does the argument evolve 
through each section?

Literature review and theory
Research design
Evidence
Contribution



Think about
1. Be clear about the motivation of the paper. Why should the 

reader be interested?

2. Be clear about the nature of contribution. Are you aiming at 
relevant empirical findings, theory, critique or something else?

3. How do you differentiate from other submissions? Do you have 
assets that others don’t have?

4. What makes your contribution credible? Do you have the 
means to pull it through?

Approach the task as selling of an idea that you think you should be 
able to execute if you pass the first stage.



Deliverables

1. 15 min presentation on the core 
argument of the paper

2. 200 word abstract + 1-page 
outline

You will receive feedback on these!



Sharing Economy, So 
What?



Does it make sense to collapse 
all these under ”sharing 

economy” label?



Does it make sense to collapse 
all these under ”sharing 

economy” label?



It’s just a new
form of capitalism!



“The process by which social and economic systems evolve is

based on the premise of improving technology. Specifically, as the level

of technology improves, existing forms of social relations become increasingly

insufficient for fully exploiting technology. This generates internal inefficiencies

within the broader socioeconomic system, most notably in the form of class

conflict. The obsolete social arrangements prevent further social

progress while generating increasingly severe contradictions

between the level of technology (forces of production) and social

structure (social relations, conventions and organization of

production) which develop to a point where the system can no longer

sustain itself, and is overthrown through internal social revolution that allows

for the emergence of new forms of social relations that are compatible with

the current level of technology (productive forces).”

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mode_of_production



The commodification of 
everything?
1. Your home, car and many other traditionally private 

matters are drawn into commercial exchanges.

2. Employment relations are torn apart and replaced by 
temporary, task-based remuneration.

3. Is global economy going to be driven by a handful of 
Californian companies?



Maybe more than just a 
new form of capitalism?



Advertising-funded
economy

Traditionally, media companies produced content 
(journalism, entertainment) to attract audiences – today, 

audiences also produce the content for themselves! 





Dubious assumptions
Our social relationships and interactions may not be 
reducible to three prototypes (market exchange, gift 
giving, sharing).

Many studies unreflectively assume individualism and 
individual property rights as a starting point.

Humans are both competitive/self-interested and 
cooperative/sharers – there is no need to ponder 
about “true” human nature.



Sharing as a form of sociability, 
economic activity and building block of 
intimate relationships…
John (2013)

“Competition was not the driving force that 
made us human, as the ideology of the 
Homo economicus made us believe, but 
cooperation and mutualism by which we all 
profit from our joint actions.”
Grassmuck (2012)



Do we always need new 
concepts such as sharing 
economy?

No.

However, new words (sharing economy discourse) help us 
imagine how the world could be with new technology.



“The computer industry 
is the only industry that 
is more fashion-driven 
than women's fashion.”
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Larry_Ellison

Photo: Oracle PR, 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/oracle_images/9887589546



Sharing as a discourse

1. Economic opportunity
2. Sustainable form of consumption
3. Decentralised and equitable economy
4. Unregulated marketplaces
5. Neoliberal paradigm
6. Incoherent field of innovation
Martin (2016)



Summary, sort of…
Sharing economy is definitely a buzzword but it hardly 
maps a clearly delineated, specific phenomena. 
However, we can understand sharing economy as
related phenomena with family resemblance that 
allows to subsume them under a common label. It is 
probably also an academic and managerial fad as 
evidenced by the rising number of publications. There is 
no single theory or single perspective for 
understanding sharing economy.

Finally, whatever it is, sharing economy is a significant 
contemporary socio-economic condition.



Why engage a fad?
1. We need to study it to understand it better (cf. open 

source).

2. We need to connect with popular discourses to 
make ourselves heard. Funders like it!

3. We need to criticise and distance ourselves from it, 
that is, “know your enemy”.

4. We need to be able to package our studies so that 
they can be published under new labels. 



Anyone still interested in 
sharing economy?


